THE NORTH AMERICAN M C B REGISTER

THE EDITOR'S VIEW

The "MGB Driver" is the official publication of t h e North American MGB Register, a non-profit
organization dedicated t o maintaining and expanding interest in Britain's most popular Sports
Car-the MGB.
The opinions expressed within are those of the individual authors and readers are warned that
they attempt any mechanical o r other modifications described herein, entirely at their own risk.
Membership of the North American MGB Register is open t o all, with no restriction. Ownership
of an MG is not a condition of membership and the local areas and NAMCBR Regions will be
pleased t o welcome you t o their events. Membership dues are $25.00 per year.
For membership details o r further information write to:

First, thanks to those of you who wrote offering your services as Assistant
Editors, following my homily in the Jan./ Feb. issue of the "Driver".It's good to
know there's so much help available and I'll be writing to each one of you individually to see just how we can get you involved. Funny enough, I've had letters
from two editors of other car club magazines expressing the same sentiments as
my rhetorical, "What if...?!"
Anyway, by now we should be getting ready for "MG '95" at Tahoe and those
of you in other far-flung eastern parts of the country should be well into the
warmer weather by the time you receive this issue. If you can't make it to Tahoe,
don't forget the NAMGBR Mini-Con down there in Georgia, details of which are
inside these pages.
The new MG "F" has received excellent coverage and favorable reviews since
its launch at Geneva. We are especially grateful to Hank Rippert and Dick
Knudson for sending each member of the Register a complimentary copy of their
excellent "MC Magazine". This gave NAMGBR members the full scoop 2 days
after the launch! Please support them by subscribing! We aren't going to belabor
the MGF in this issue but we will be doing an 'Aspects of Longbridge' on how it
is built in a future issue of the "MCBDriver'?
It is interesting also, to see that Rover has listed a notable telephone number for those in the UK wishing to inquire about the new MG. Call 251251! NAMGBR Members will, of course, recognize the significance of 251 as the old MG
Factory telephone number! Whether the MGF chassis numbers will also start
with 251 remains to be seen!
No time or space left this issue!...see you out there somewhere! Fasten those
belts-and may the lights be green! I
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THE REGISTRARS OF NAMGBR
MGB: Jon Nyhus. 8159 W. Sierra Vista Drive, Glendale, AZ 85303, (602) 939-9652
MIDGET: Bruce Wyckoff. 3130 Marcia Lane. Hamilton. MI 49419, (616) 751-7200
1967 MGBGT Special: Gregg Puwis, 315 Lalayette, Grand Haven, MI 49417, (616) 842-21 12
1974Ii2MGBs: Steve Harding, 1913-D Darby Road, Havertown, PA 19083, (610) 446-2073
MGB V8s: Kurt Schley. 1855 Northview Road. Rocky River. OH 441 16, (216) 331-4205
MGB LEs: Ron Tugwell. 3 Deamarl Road. P.O. Box 2406. Carmel Valley, CA 93924. (408) 659-2449
MG1100/1300s: Thomas K. Gaylord, 3180 Verdun Drive, N.W., Atlanta, GA 30305, (404) 261-5083
The North American MGB Register is affiliated t o the MG Car Club of England. The MG Car Club
was founded in 1930 and is the original factory supported, and approved organization for all MGs,
with the Club Headquarters situated in Abingdonan-Thames close by the birthplace of all MGs.
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FROM THE SECRETARY
Jai Deagan
Recently there have been several inquiries about just what the insurance
facility offered by the Register to affiliated chapters, and underwritten by J.C.
Taylor, actually covers.
To clarify the situation I contacted J.C. Taylor on your behalf and asked them
if the following type of events would be covered.
1. A timed event held on private property, such as an autocross or slalom
with one car running at a time.
2. A treasure hunt or gimmick rally.
3. An event where the participants are given a route to follow and must drive
at a certain speed, arriving at checkpoints on time. In effect, a time, speed and distance event.
4. A Funkhana type event on public or private property.

I received the following reply from Al Callazzo of J.C. Taylor...
"The four types of events you describe are covered. We do not cover what
we refer to as "side by side", true racing or drag racing. A club that undertakes
either of these types of activities is ineligible for coverage in the program. I
believe that any confusion on the part of Register members is due to a misunderstanding with respect to the coverages within the program that have to do with
automobile liability situations. The following should help:
1. There is NO AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY and NO PHYSICAL DAMAGE (comprehensive or collision) in the Register's policy. In the event of bodily injury to a
member of the public or property damage to property belonging to a member of
the public it is the VEHICLE OWNER'S OWN AUTO INSURANCE POLICY THAT
MUST RESPOND TO THAT CLAIM.
2. AUTOMOBILE RACING IS EXCLUDED FROM THE REGISTER'S POLICY AND
THAT ACTIVITY DISQUALIFIES A CLUB FOR COVERAGE WITHIN THE CLUB PROGRAM.
3. Club policies provide "NON-OWNED AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY" coverage as
described in the coverage summary letter sent to you on 11/8/94.
The important thing to stress to all your members is that THEY MUST HAVE
THEIR OWN AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY policy in force at all times. You should also
caution them that it is likely their policy contains a racing exclusion.
Please let me know if any further clarification is needed."

WESTWARD HO TO LAKE TAHOE!YOUR LAST CHANCE!!
This will be the final issue of the "MGBDriver" you will receive before our
Annual Convention, "MG '95", to be held in beautiful Lake Tahoe from June 26-30.
We thought it timely to remind you that if you have not yet sent in your registration for what promises to be a wonderful meet in wonderful country, you should
do so as soon as possible!
Registrations have been coming in from across the USA and Canada-from
Connecticut to Missouri to Illinois-we even have people traveling from England
to attend this event! They will be especially struck by the Cal-Neva Lodge and the
surrounding scenery. It's the only hotel I know of where you can swim from one
state to another in the swimming pool! Why not come and swim from California
into Nevada! Apart from other surprises, the car show and the scenic runs have
been well planned by the Sacramento Valley MG Car Club and the cost of attending the convention has been kept to a very reasonable level.
For those members of NAMGBR on the West Coast, we also remind you that
it will be quite a while before our national convention returns out west again, due
to "MG '96" being held at Indianapolis, Indiana and "MG '97" being scheduled for
Niagara Falls, New York.
If you would like a copy of the registration form, which was enclosed with the
January issue of the "Driver", then please call Lawrie Alexander at (916)676-5421.
Time is running short for you to get your registration in. Come join in the fun, and
enjoy another great NAMGBR Convention-"MG '95"! Register today! Q

So there you have it. What you are covered for and what you are not! If a certificate of insurance is required for your event, you must complete a form and
return it to J.C. Taylor. These forms are available from the register office at 1-800NAMGBRI. Please leave your name, address and chapter information and a
request form will be mailed to you. Please don't wait until the last minute as mailing time will slow the process. J.C. Taylor will need a copy of any contract that
you might be required to sign in order to use the facility used for the event. Also
please keep in mind the type of insurance our plan provides to you as a chapter.
If you have any questions, please give me a call.
Remember, if you drive it, you'll have fun. fl

What more could you ask for? A 'B, Lake Tahoe and the snowcapped Sierras!
5

FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Rick "Ernie" lngram
Hello again! Well, my MGB has been thoroughly looked over-both the front
suspension and the fuel tank have been renewed and we will be off to Tahoe in
just a few short weeks! I am really looking forward to making new acquaintances
and seeing cars from the western side of the continent. In speaking with the organizers of "MG '95", 1 am encouraged to think that the Register should have yet
another successful convention under its belt at the conclusion of the meet. I d o
hope that you have made your final arrangements to attend-it's still not too late!
I have also been delighted with the response t o our plea for the membership
t o help with the ever-growing internal affairs of the Register. The post of Regalia
Coordinator has been filled by Peter Cosmides of New Jersey and you can read
Peter's initial introduction on page 16 in this issue. Several applications were
made for the assistant editor's position and a decision will be made in the very
near future.
Two Assistant Membership Recruiters came forward-Joanne MacLean of
Chicago and EdSchenk of Connecticut, however, we d o need further Recruiters t o
cover Canada, the South, the Southwest, the West Coast and the Northwest. Our
new Public Relations Coordinator is Richard Liddick of Baltimore who has done an
excellent job promoting the MGs of Baltimore and we hope he will now d o the
same for NAMGBR. We still need t o fill the position of Advertising Coordinator. If
you feel that you would like t o occupy one of the vacancies please d o not hesitate
to contact me. Remember-the MGB Register is run BY enthusiasts FOR enthusiasts!
New in this issue of the "MGB Driver" is a feature called "The Poll Position".
Here you will be able t o fax your opinions on topics concerning the MG enthusiast to the Register's home office via our "800" phone line.-This is an opportunity
for your voice t o be heard on an individual basis!
Information concerning the 1995 Annual General Meeting in New Orleans on
October 28 has been mailed t o each affiliated club of the Register. I hope that
your schedule will allow you to attend this year's meeting which should be most
productive and fun! The positions of Chairman and Treasurer will be open for
election. Should you desire to run for one of these important Register offices, we
ask that you send a statement of your qualifications for publication in the "MGB
Driver" by JULY 31 to the Editor of the "Driver". His address is on the inside front
cover of this issue. You must also notify the Chair of your intent NO LATER THAN
SEPTEMBER 1 s o that your name can be included on the ballot. Ballot papers will
be mailed t o affiliated clubs on that date, t o allow them plenty of time to canvass
their members and return the ballots prior to the AGM. Again please rememberthis is a democratic organization and it takes members such a s yourself to make
the "business end" of the Register run smoothly!
Continued on page 53
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MGA + MGB + MGC + Midget
We take the guesswork out of product availability and cost.
Our low selling price is on the same page as the part you need.
We also stock a wide variety of OEM and reproduction parts
plus accessories to help "Keep'em On The R~ad.''~

Call For Your Free Catalog Today !
Order 9 to 5
7 Days A Week
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Toll Free All USA & Canada
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800-255-0088
Worldwide Orders 913-599-3299
Worldwide Fax

913-541-8500

British Motor Heritage Approved Distributor

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD.
P.O. Box 14991 Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991
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The future of the Abingdon Branch line in the '60s and '70s seemed in no
great danger a s the MG traffic grew in volume and importance. In 1969 there was
enough MG traffic for three substantial trains out of Abingdon each week.
After the installation of loading ramps in 1973, which permitted the use of 2tier car transporter wagons, trade grew apace. More and more MGBs were channeled along the line destined for the export market.
However at the end of 1980 the sudden closure of MG served simultaneously t o shock the nation, give a body blow t o the life of the town, and a t a single
stroke cut off the bulk of the railway business.
In the immediate post-MG phase, local plans were drawn up calling for the
development of the whole station area and the track bed but the line received
sentence of closure by the summer of 1984. All traces of this rather now nostalgic
phase of the Abingdon Branch line's history, ramps and all have vanished."
(From "The Abingdon Branch" by Nigel Tippet and Nicholas de Courtais.) Q

A Great Western Railway pannier tank taking MGBs to Radley.

MC AND THE ABINCDON BRANCH RAILWAY
While on a visit to Abingdon last year, the Editor gained access to a slim volume
on the history of the Abingdon Branch Railway line. Two miles long and fairly level,
the line connected Abingdon with the main Great Western Railway route h-om
London to Oxford, a t the village of Radley. Opened in 1856, the line was finally
closed in 1984. We have already shown some of the MC activities a t the Abingdon
train station in our "Aspects of Abingdon" series but now we are able to add a little
more to the story with the following extract h-om the book ...
"There might be some MG cars t o be dispatched by rail having been driven
there from the factory. The water in the radiators was drained out before they
began their rail journey.
A firm date for the commencement of this traffic has not been established
but it is thought that for many years the cars were driven t o their delivery points
with the drivers returning by rail.
Spare parts, notably exhausts and springs, were handled by the passenger
guards a s parcels. Frame components which were dispatched in much smaller
total numbers, three or four at a time, were taken direct t o Radley and loaded by
the station staff onto either the 1:10 p.m. ex-Kensington parcels train to
Birmingham Moor Street, o r the 8:45 p.m. Oxford t o Basingstoke parcels train.
The real weight of the MG traffic did not fall on the Abingdon line until after
the war, at the start of their major export drive t o the United States from about
1949 onwards. Car transport through the Abingdon railhead reached a peak in
about 1975.

MG History Ahead!

1

We Know MGBs Inside & Out

u
World's Largest,
Most Extensive Inventory

A SUMMER OF HIGHS, LOWS AND THE LAP
Drew Hastings
As the winter snow swirls menacingly about giving a precursor of what lies
ahead, thoughts turn back to the warmth of last summer. Last year turned out to
be one of the most memorable in our 24 years of owning the creations of Morris
Garages. By memorable I should point out that this means that 1994 had it share
of highs and lows!
Spring 1994 saw us deeply concerned about our friends Rick and Jean lngram
whose home was heavily damaged by a flash flood. From the swamp that was
once their garage emerged their two MGs, Maggie and Victoria, soggy but sound.
Maggie eventually made her way to Washington DC for "MG '94". This was a low
compounded by the fact that we live s o far away. We eventually ran down to St.
Joseph, Illinois in late May, where if nothing else we offered our moral support.
MG people tend to be like that, like family!
Summer arrived and we were saddened to learn of the passing of John
Thornley. Although many of us had never met him we knew of his importance and
the place he held in the archives of the history of Morris Garages. With Cecil
Kimber he was the beginning of what we are now-and what we must continue to
be-a group dedicated to the enjoyment and perpetuation of MG badged cars.
1 found myself thinking back several years to a University Motors' Summer
Party, when Ken Smith tried to speak through tears about his MG friend Eddie
McGowan who had passed away the previous evening. Ken immediately
impressed us with the depth of feeling he had for his friend and how he tried s o
hard to make us understand who this person was and what we had lost in his
Continued on page 12
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A Summer of Highs, Lows and the Lap - Continued horn page
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passing. Like many others present, the message that Ken sent that night was not
lost on us. We immediately were acquainted with what it meant to be an MG
enthusiast.
At mid-summer the restoration of our 1974 MGB gathered speed as we geared
up for Twist's Summer Party in Grand Rapids. Rick and I had decided that this was
the year we would participate in the "Lap '0 Michigan" endurance run, which is
held in conjunction with the party. We would use the 1974 MGB. Thus the phone
lines started buzzing again, and despite the skeptical looks from our respective
spouses we formulated our plans!
Work on the roadster took priority over all else including cutting the grass,
cleaning gutters, and painting bedrooms as we were now well into July with vital
MGB components occupying the living room! August 16th arrived and Jeannie and
I took our mini caravan of her '78 and my '74 on the road to Grand Rapids. Upon
arrival many friends greeted us in the parking lot of the Hilton and after what
seemed like an eternity the weekend we had been waiting for had finally come!
Our planning for the "Lap" now reached fever pitch and continued right up to
when we moved the '74 MGB under the portico of the Hilton for its tech inspection and speedometer calibration run. If we weren't excited before, we were now
and I tried not to notice the concerned looks we kept getting from Jean and
Jeannie who were now seriously doubting their husbands' sanity. I kept thinking
that it was going to be 24 hours before we saw the hotel again and I wish I had
taken a nap earlier in the afternoon! After the calibration run we noticed a puddle
on the ground under the 'B! The growing pool of antifreeze turned out to be a bit
of overflow and a lot of water from a handful of melted ice strategically placed by
Tom Boes and Rick Verhey under the transmission! Nice one guys! As if we
weren't wound up enough!
Around 5:15 p.m. the last drivers' meeting was held and I'll never forget the
look of sheer disbelief on Boes and Verhey's faces as the organizers announced
we were not going around Lake Michigan but off to Kentucky! Rick and I jumped
in the 'B at 5:28 p.m. and after less than two minutes Rick had unscrambled the
mandatory fuel stops and put them in order giving us a route. The '74's engine
started eagerly and promptly at 5:30 p.m. after a quick wave to the girls we were
out of the parking lot and headed west on 1-196 to 1-94. As we headed down 94 to
Chicago, Rick took a break from his navigating and checked the speedometer
which was sitting at an even 75 mph. He very quickly reminded me that just one
ticket and we were history and that maybe I should get my adrenaline back in
check, a s we still had 20 hours of driving left. The object was least miles, shortest
time and absolutely no tickets!
Our first mandatory fuel stop was at South Haven, Michigan. Our euphoria
over being first in was short lived a s just as we finished fueling Jai Deagan and his
codriver, John Johannsen, rumbled in with Jai's MGC. This was one car we were
afraid of, as we knew we could not run with him, s o we took the opportunity to
tell them that this was not the right gas station and drove off. Believe it or not, we
never saw them again but we could almost feel them out there somewhere!
A left turn just before Chicago led to a long straight run south through
Indiana and into the darkness of the night. The European spec. H4 lamps we had
installed just prior to leaving home now proved their worth. With the aid of a
small fluorescent pocket light I attempted to decipher Rick's notes written all

over our atlas and guide him to Loogootee, Indiana. It didn't take long for me to
figure out he was the superior navigator of the two of us a s I immediately got lost
in Crawfordsville, in darkest Indiana! We attracted the attention of a police officer,
who at the time was busy with a break and enter, and asked him for the shortest
and quickest way out of town! We probably could have picked a better time to
ask, but he was very good natured and directed us through construction that had
disrupted his town s o severely. It was probably a diversion he needed at the time
and he could always tell the boys back at the station about the two characters in
the shiny sports car from Ontario, lost on the wrong side of town!
Lookootee consisted of one gas station, one general store and four pimplyfaced teens who tried not to be interested in our MGB all duded up in rally gear.
After a fuel stop which had now become a NASCAR 'splash and go' due to the fact
that we didn't know where Jai and John were, we were off down lndiana 550.
I guess in retrospect we should have been alerted by the half suppressed giggles from the teens when we asked about 1-550, a s this was truly the road from
hell! Further complicated by the fact that a dense fog had settled in which turned
our H4s into two solid white cones in the darkness. After thirty minutes of twisting, turning, climbing and one very surprised deer we emerged at 1-50.
Although Rick was masterful at handling this beautiful but challenging road,
the boys in the MGC had passed us, by taking the 1-50 bypass and we would never
catch them.
Continued on page 14

Home Safe! Drew and Rick enjoy a welcome "Beuuy"!
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A Summer of Highs, Lows and the Lap - Continued from page 13
We worked our way through southern Indiana which was breathtaking even
a t two o'clock in the morning. The fog had diminished and a full moon shone
down, s o it seemed the perfect time to call the girls on the cellphone and let them
know we were OK and having a great time. Four hundred and fifty miles away you
could feel their sense of relief at hearing from us and a s they slipped back into
sleep we crossed from lndiana into Kentucky. Our journey through the Bluegrass
State found us admiring what must be some of the most picturesque small towns
on the continent. Walton, Kentucky was our next fueling stop and for the first time
I felt myself less than eager to get behind the wheel a s the adrenaline surge of 5:30
p.m. Thursday was long gone at 4:30 a.m. Friday! As we traveled northbound, the
temperature dropped quickly during the night, down to a chilly 48°F. A 160°Fthermostat combined with having the top down, meant that the heat being generated
by the MGB's single speed heater blower fan was exactly equal to that created by
the bulb of our map light! Despite the cold there was no discussion of putting the
top up. We had left with it down and it was staying down!
Rick was now cocooned in our driving blanket as I wound our way through
the construction of Cincinnati and out the other side. The good news was that the
sky in the east was lightening slightly which meant the warmth of the sun would
soon follow. The bad news was that after zooming through one of the small towns
in Ohio we picked up a pair of strong headlights behind us! A quick consultation
between driver and navigator concluded that we had finally attracted an Ohio
State Trooper who was just hanging back waiting to for the opportune moment to
pull us over.
As dawn broke the headlamps came closer and then roared past-it was an
MGB GT! None other than Robin Weatherall and his codriver, Jack Jenkins, from
St. Louis! We had company at long last! This seemed to be the "picker-upper" we
needed and the blahs of 14%hours of driving were gone. We found we were not
able t o pass Robin's GT, but we were able to draft him and did s o for a while. Then
some creative navigating by Rick and a right turn by me (with the left turn indicator on) shook off our friends long enough for us to cut across country saving
about 20 miles that Robin was adding on!
Our penultimate 'splash and go' saw a very surprised Robin coming in behind
us. He thought we had backed off and were still miles to the rear. We spent the
next part of the rally staring into the rear view mirrors, waiting for the inevitable
appearance of the GT and lo and behold a s we left Alma, Michigan here they came!
They still had to fuel and during that time we tried to put a s much distance
between them and us as we could, hoping to hold them off until we reached Grand
Rapids-and we did!
The actual entry into Grand Rapids began our wind down mode a s our bodies began t o remind us that we had been driving hard for over twenty hours. The
MGB began to show the effects of prolonged use as it just wouldn't idle at all.
Later we were to discover that it was just a matter of the points closing down, but
we weren't about to stop. The Hilton and a cold beer were too close now!
It would be an understatement to say we were taken aback when we rolled
into the hotel parking lot, because there were Jai and John standing casually
beside Jai's MGC! They had arrived back about fifteen minutes ahead of us and
had even taken the time to decorate the car with assorted cornfield debris to sugContinued on page 53
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PERFECT COMPANION

MG Magazine continues to be first with the
latest. From Old Number One to the 1993
MG RV8, we cover it all. If you love M.G.s,
then you need MG Magazine.
Yes! I want to start receiving MG Magazine! Sign me up for:
1 Year
Q $25.00
$ 8.00 Extra, Canada (First Class)
2 Years Q $45.00
$12.00 Extra, Overseas (Airmail)
3 Years @ $65.00
(U.S. Funds Please)
Please Send Your Check Payable To: MG Magazine
MAIL TO:
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FROM OUR NEW REGALIA COORDINATOR
Greetings fellow MG enthusiasts! I'm Pete
Cosmides and I have volunteered for the position of Regalia Coordinator for the North
American MGB Register. I have been a
Register member since 1990 and have been
active in the MG community since I purchased
my MGB new, back in 1975.
I still own that car today, perhaps many
of you East Coast show attendees know of it
as that odd colored Tundra Green roadster
with factory hardtop, that has been converted
to chrome bumpers! I recently added a stable
mate to my 'B in the form of a 1966 MG 1100
Sports Sedan.
r
I guess that just being a member willing to
@
volunteer your services is reason enough to
be chosen, but I also bring to the position sevRegalia Coordinator,
eral
years of experience working with a few of
Peter Cosmides
the MG parts houses in the country. Hopefully
this experience will help me do a good job in developing the regalia program and
bring the much needed funds into the club so that we can continue to provide a
first-class magazine in the "Driver" and provide even more benefits to our evergrowing membership.
Some of the things I hope to accomplish are to make the regalia accessible
throughout the year via mail order forms in the "Driver". If there isn't one in this
issue, then keep your eyes peeled for the next issue. At this point, I feel that we
have a nice selection of items available. However since we are an affiliate of the
MG Car Club England, I would like to see some of their fine regalia available to our
members and this is something I will be working on in the near future.
In keeping with one of the main NAMGBR principles that this is YOUR club, I
am going to ask any of you who has an idea or a request in connection with regalia
to contact me. My name and address are inside the front cover of this issue. I
can't promise we will offer every item requested or suggested, but if we get
enough requests on any one particular item then production will be considered.
All in all, I am quite excited about my new position and look forward to getting more actively involved with Register members and hearing their views. Q
Happy Motoring,
-Pete
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Zenith
Stromberg

Carburetor
Restoration
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Another
Bench
Service

.........$175
....$250
...............$100

Midget w/Manwl Choke
MGB & Midget wlAuto Choke.
Auto Choke only

Cores available but w?prefer to rebuild yours.
Aluminum parts glass beaded, mating flanges surfaced, steel parts
replatedl threads chased, Heat Mass calibrated, Jet resized.
NEW: Needle/Grose Jet/Diaphrogm/O-rings, returned with
tuning instructions. Send complete with entire choke &water iacket.
Drain gasoline - wmp - pack securely - double box.
Include letter w/name, address, shipping address, home phone,
work phone, special instmaions or requirements, Mastercardl
VISA number, we'll call you before we return the unit.

off&ng exceptionalsportscar smite since 1975

UNIVERSITY MOTORS LTD

1

6490-F East Fulton Street
Ada, Michi an 49301-9006
Phone (616 682-0800
Fax (616) 682-0801
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"MC '94" DONATES $5,429.42 TO
CHILDREN'S NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER!
Nineteen ninety-four was a very special year for the MG Car Club Washington
D.C. Centre. Not only were we given the opportunity t o host over 800 MG enthusiasts for NAMGBR's national convention, we were also able to make a considerable donation t o the Children's National Medical Center a s a result of the proceeds from "MG '94". When we first considered using the proceeds from "MG '94"
t o benefit a local charity, we had no idea if we were going to make money o r lose
money a s a result of "MG '94". We made the decision t o go with Children's
National Medical Center, for better o r for worse, and a s it turned out it was for
the better for both of us, in fact, far more than we expected!
On January 3, 1995, MG Car Club Washington D.C. Centre President, Larry
Berger and "MG '94" Co-Chairmen, Bob Watkin and Bob Vitrikas (seen below),
presented a check for $5,429.42 t o Tracey White of the Children's National
Medical Center. Our donation will help fund the Center's care for those children
who truly need medical care, but cannot afford the treatment. Tracey White took
us on a tour of the Center and it is a very impressive facility! They are not newcomers t o Washington either. The Center was established during the Civil War to
care for the children of the soldiers assigned t o Washington. It was a fitting end
t o the "MG '94" year! To quote the letter of thanks received from Children's
National Medical Center ...
"Community donations have always played a major role in our ability to treat
those children who come t o us for help and trust that we will always provide the
best available. Every year is challenging, every child deserves our help, every gift
is important and each individual donor essential t o our success. Support like
yours is what makes Children's such a special place. May your year be full of joy
and good fortune."
From the "MG '94" Committee to all of our NAMGBR friends who supported
our event in s o many ways, a great big "Thank you!" 4

Left to rigl~t-Bob Vitrikas, Tracey Wl~ite,Larry Beyqer, and Bob Wutkin.
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"THE SOURCE"
For All Your MG Needs
M & G VINTAGE AUTO
265 ROUTE 17
P.O. BOX 226
TUXEDO PARK, NY 10987
Toll Free 800-631-8990
In N.Y. 914-753-5900
FAX 914-753-5613
Catalogs available upon request,
MGT - MGA - MGB
We run a body shop. do component
rebuilding and restoration, and have
a Showroom of Vintage cars.

INVESTMENT IN A LEGEND
Authorr~~d
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FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE
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VICE CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Richard Miller
As I start to write this report it still
amazes me how quickly the time has gone by
since my election as Vice-Chairman at our
1994 AGM held last October in Atlanta.
The last seven months have been very
exciting for me as the contact for our affiliated Chapters and it's been very rewarding to
talk to s o many dedicated MG enthusiasts
from all parts of North America. My major
goals in the first few months of my two year
term are to update the information database
on each of our chapters and to recruit new
chapters to the Register.
Three new clubs have undergone the formal approval process and are now affiliated
chapters of the North American MGB Register
bringing the total number of chapters of the
Register to 48! I would like therefore, to welcome formally on your behalf the Victoria
(British Columbia) MG Club, the North
vice-~haiman, R~~~~~~Miller.
Alabama British S~ortscarand Motoring Club
and the MG Owners Club of Northern California. he Register will do its bvest to
serve these and all other currently affiliated member clubs.
The Executive Committee held its mid-winter meeting during January in
Indianapolis and this followed the latest planning session on MG International
"MG '96". We also finalized the finances for "MG '94" and I am delighted to report
a donation of $5,400 was made to the District of Columbia Children's Hospital on
behalf of your Register and the MG Car Club Washington. All expenses have now
been cleared on "MG '94" and the books closed.
"MG '95" at Lake Tahoe came under discussion and the preliminary figures
indicate the meet is within budget and a large number of registrations have been
received by the Sacranlento MG Club who are the organizers of what promises to
be an exciting event!
In order to make the MGB Register as open and democratic as possible it was
decided to create a "Members' Forum" during each Annual Convention of the
NAMGBR. This one to two hour period will enable any member to meet with the
Register's Executive Committee and would be used to receive input and/or criticism from the membership at large. The first "Members' Forum" will be set up
during the Lake Tahoe Convention.
Future sites for the Annual Convention, post-1996 were also discussed and
detailed proposals had already been submitted by several affiliated chapters The
Committee will be deciding in the very near future who has been awarded the '98
NAMGBR Convention.
Robin Weatherall and Bruce Wyckoff are investigating the acquisition of
counter top dispensers for the Register's "Inuitation to Join" application forms.
These could be used at the "MCB Driuer" advertiser's business locations in addition to other appropriate places. They are also looking into the design of mem-

bers' individual name tags bearing the Register logo and these would be sold
through our Regalia Coordinator. Finally, the Executive discussed the possibility
of offering a multi-year discount on membership dues (i.e. $25/year OR $45/two
years!) a concept the Secretary felt would save time and money mailing out
renewal reminders and membership cards. Action on this was deferred 'ti1 the
next meeting to allow input from the general membership. If you have any comment on the foregoing please either contact me or the Register Secretary with
your thoughts.
On a personal note. As you read this I should be about to leave for England
where I will be attending the MG Car Club's Silverstone Festival on behalf of the
Register (at my own expense I hasten to add!). I hope to meet with our counterparts in the UK MGB Register and spread the word on the NAMGBR to anyone
who will listen. I've been wanting to go even before reading Ross Whittaker's
excellent article on Silverstone, in the "Driuer'! I will also be visiting the Heritage
Motor Centre at Gaydon where the 70th Anniversary of MG will be celebrated this
year. (Yes!-I know it's more than seventy years of MG, however, since British
Leyland made the mistake of celebrating the 50th anniversary in 1975, 1 guess
Heritage is just following suit!)
I hope this epistle has given you a look into the workings of YOUR Register.
Truly that is the determined goal of all the officers, to make this YOUR organization. See you in Lake Tahoe! Q
"Safety Fast"
-Richard Miller
Y
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t Brake cylinders completely
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t Lifetime Limited Warranty.
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White Post Restorations
Old Car Dnve

+ Flute Post, VA 22663

(703) 837-1140

LETTERS TO T H E REGISTER
Dear Register,
In the Jan./Feb. '95, issue of the "MCB Driver" Otto Pope spoke of replacing
the wishbone bushings. Obviously the best time to undertake this is when you are
rebuilding the front end, but to do the bushings without attending to worn shocks
and loose kingpins is in my estimation a waste of time.
Recently I went through the front end on my '68 Roadster and found (at
88,000 miles) the ends of the lower control arms were egg-shaped, s o these
should also be examined. I took the opportunity to replace the worn arms with
the type that mount the sway bar in anticipation of adding one sometime in the
future.
Also, as had been mentioned before, the bolts on the shocks like to loosen up
by themselves, so a touch of blue Loctite is in order here. The bolts and nuts on
the wishbone pivots also like to back themselves off (reassuring thought!) s o I
replaced the nuts with a similar grade of the self locking variety. The wishbone
pivots were rusted where the bushings seat and after trying to find better ones I
decided that this was a good case to decide in favor of the V8 bushings with the
steel inserts, over the poly type. Don't forget the anti-seize please!
Now to the transmission lubrication controversy. My transmission made all
sorts of nasty noises so it was next on my list. The layshaft was worn through the
case hardening and the rollers looked like prunes, s o I expected the worst! Upon
disassembly everything looked OK, in fact the transmission could have been
"done" recently except for the layshaft. Now I don't know the history of my MGB's
maintenance, but I find it difficult to believe that the layshaft would not have been
replaced on a previous rebuild or that the synchros would not show wear if the
layshaft did.
The fellow doing the transmission work (a Sprite racer himself) suggested
that the oil was the culprit, and that too thick an oil would not get into all the
nooks and crannies. He recommended 10-30 Amoil as used in his racer, reportedly without any problems. Now that may be a bit thin but it's my feeling that the
manufacturer's recommendation AT THE TIME OF MANUFACTURE, would be the
best information. I've had good luck with synthetic oils s o I'm now looking for a
30 weight synthetic.
Now one question to fellow members. With all this work on the chassis,
recaps just won't do, so what is the best bet for tires? I want sticky and good handling, not necessarily long wear on a "toy" car. I've seen Nittos recommended but
where does one buy them?
Yours truly,
Jim Dix
Elmira, NY
Dear Register,
Just thought I'd drop a short note on the subject of MGB gatherings, conventions and shows.
It's nice to see mint condition vehicles either fixed up by someone or purchased, ready to show, by others. But what about a person who has an original
MGB or everyday MG&a good daily driver?
My 1965 Iris Blue MGB is mostly original and I've had it for about 23 years.
It's not mint condition, but very nice and a lot of fun to drive. I'd drive to more

car shows, but usually there's no place to park except in the regular parking lot.
To park it with others you must register (with money sometimes!) and wait for
judging.
I don't need any prizes or a trophy. My car is my trophy! I just enjoy talking
cars with other people and looking at other MGBs whether they are #1 condition
or #4 condition! I feel that more people would bring out their cars if so much
emphasis was not put on the "best" or the "prettiest"!
Anyway I do enjoy the "MCB Driver". Keep up the good work!
Wayne L. Patteson
Winchester, VA
(Thanks for your letter Wayne, and the Airfix MCB information you enclosed. I
think I hear what you are saying and some of your points I agree with. However most
car shows take place somewhere 'off road' where the organizers have to pay for the
use of the site, hence a fee to get on the show field. No one ever makes anyone enter
a car show-you have to want to display your MC! And do you know what makes me
really mad? The people who come to a show and then park away from the show.
Then they enter the field without charge, wander all around, enjoy the benefits of
what the vendors have to offer and have a free day out on the people who are making the show! I have noticed this time and time again especially at large meets such
as John Twist's, where people in MCBs park in the cheap seats (read free public
parking!) sometimes even with a "For Sale" sign on the car! If they'd bothered to
come on the show field we'd have had well over six hundred MGs on display on several occasions in Grand Rapids!
Maybe I'll return to this subject in a future issue of the "Driver" but what do other
members think?!-Ed.)
fi

'WILLKOMMEN' TO THE NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER'S
MINI-CON '95! FOUR DAYS IN THE COOL MOUNTAINS OF
HELEN, GEORGIA!
The front cover of this issue of the "MGB Driver"features the 1973 Black Tulip
MGB of Chris Gore from Dahlonega, Georgia.
Chris is a member of the Peachtree MG Registry who are mounting a great
meeting down in Georgia, on August 24th thru 27th.
Chris's MGB is seen in Helen, set in the North Georgia mountains. Helen is a
re-creation of a Bavarian village and features great driving roads and authentic
German restaurants, (including Teutonic-style imported beers!) and quaint little
Bavarian shops which give the place a unique and charming atmosphere.
The entire area has the feel of the Alpine mountains of Europe and is full of
natural history and rural mountain roads which are fun to explore. The SCCA
often holds rallies in this area.
We urge you to attend this great event and promise you a great time! Further
details on registration, hotels, etc., can be obtained from the Register Secretary
although you should have received an invitation enclosed with the last issue of
the "Driver'!

'B-INC THERE
Peter Egan
We've mentioned in these pages before that Peter (who writes wonderful
stuff for "Road & Track" magazine,) is a long time MGB owner and enthusiast and
here he gives his thoughts on driving his restored MGB down South ...
Deadlines, when they carry no actual threat of death, are remarkably flexible.
And so it was with the MGB. First the car was going to be ready for the spring.
Then it was the weekend of the Chicago Historics ...Labor Day Weekend ...Hank
Williams' Birthday...the sixtieth anniversary of the repeal of the Volstead Act, and
so on. If this were a B-movie, pages would have been peeling off the calendar and
dropping to the ground like autumn leaves! I finally settled on a drive to the SCCA
annual runoffs.
Why the delay?
Well, there was the usual problem of sloth, not to mention many Freudian
handmaidens, such as a fear of transmission tunnel grease, upholstery dread and
wiring harness aversion.
And then there was money. Restoring even so popular and lowcost a car as
an MGB is not cheap these days. And this car, you might say, was an interesting
case in point.
For those of you who have missed the hundred or s o columns I've written
about the MGB, this car is a 1973 Roadster, the last full year of the desirable
chrome bumpers, normal ride height and twin SU carburetors. The car spent
nearly all its life in the sympathetic hands of Patti Baron, wife of "Road & Track"
Art Director Richard Baron, which is how it came to have 194,000 miles on the
clock!
Patti, a nurse, commuted to work in salt-free, sundrenched Pasadena for ten
years with the MGB, so it had no rust. As in zero. And she obviously drives well,
because it had no dents or Bondo and an original transmission with perfect synchros. An engine rebuild at 100,000had kept oil pressure and compression out of
the red zone.
But miles is miles. By the late '80s, the 'one horse shay' syndrome had
engulfed the car; i.e. everything was wearing out at once. It needed brake
hydraulics, a new radiator, top, interior, kingpins, etc. The Barons set the car
aside for possible restoration and asked if they could store it in our airplane
hangar at Corona airport.
So every time Barb and I pushed our yellow 5-3 Cub out of the hangar we got
a glimpse of the old dusty 'B parked under the wings. Apparently, I got used to
the idea of these two as a matched set, because when Barb and I decided to move
to the rural wilds of Wisconsin in 1990 we bought the car from Patti with the
promise that we would restore, love, honor, etc. sworn on a stack of Haynes
repair manuals.
At that time the MGB more or less started and ran, but pumped a lot of steam
from a leaking heater core onto the windshield. Sheepskins covered the disintegrating upholstery, and whenever we parked the car it left a neat signature of five
distinct puddles--coolant, engine oil, transmission oil, differential oil and clutch
fluid. The front and rear springs sagged sadly.
Continued on page 26
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'Bing There - Continued from page 24
Against our advice, the truck driver who shipped the MGB to Wisconsin
parked it on the top rack of a sixcar transporter, right over the top of a perfectly
nice silver Dodge Omni. English fluids, of course, dribbled down on the Omni,
coating it with a sticky green goo. By the time it reached Wisconsin, it was flocked
with a springtime mixture of twigs, leaves, seeds, milkweed fluff and dandelion
fuzz. I described the Omni at the time as looking like "a Rose Bowl float sponsored
by a natural food store!"
Home at last, and time to go to work. Three years ago the green MGB rolled
into my palatial garage/workshop for some minor repairs, "just to keep it on the
road and have some fun for a while," but one night 1 got carried away on a dangerous mixture of French Roast coffee and Guinness and accidentally disassembled the whole car.
Now there was no turning back; it was full restoration or nothing. I got out my
stack of British car parts catalogs and went to work, beadblasting, painting,
rebuilding, and ordering parts. The UPS truck came up our drive so often the dog
would only lift one eyelid!
What did the UPS truck bring?
When it was all said and done, the MGB needed-and got-a full engine
rebuild, new interior and top, new springs, kingpins, bearings, brake and clutch
hydraulics, brake rotors, shoes and pads, radiator core, heater core, oil cooler,
clutch, alternator, two new 6-volt batteries and cables, fuel pump, fuel gauge
sender, a new/used overdrive transmission, mirrors, heavy duty anti-roll bars,
grille, emblems, rubber trim, windshield, tires, Monza free-flow exhaust system
and a few hundred other gaskets, seals, bearings, hoses, lines and clamps too
numerous to mention without overloading the hard drive on my computer.
Total parts bill? $7,256.50.
And then there was the machine work-.040 over pistons, .010 under crank,
valve seats, cam bearings, valve grind and engine compartment paint (Deltron),
both of which I farmed out. Not to mention oil, solvents, sand paper, brake fluid
and the usual miscellany.
So the total cost of my MGB, including its original $1,600 purchase price, is
just over $9,000. Add the cost of trucking it here from California and the cost of
the wheels it still needs (the original Rostyle wheels are all slightly wonky) and I'll
have a very nice $10,000 1973 MGB. Assuming my labor is free, which it always is.
So, you ask, isn't that too much to spend on an MGB?
Of course. You could buy a nicely restored one for that, or less, and save
yourself month and years of hard work.
There are really only four good arguments for doing a full-on restoration
yourself these days:
1) When you're all done you know exactly what you've got.
2) It's a way of getting into a car cheaply and then making "payments" at your
own pace.
3) Car restoration is a fine hobby and a labor of love; and
4) If you foolishly disassemble your entire car one inspired evening, no one
will give you more than $300 for all those greasy parts.
For all those reasons, the car finally got done-last October.
I hooked up the two six volt batteries, turned the key and we had cranking,
oil pressure, ignition. The engine started and ran. Sort of.

'

I drove the MGB and found that my "%-racewcamshaft, a back shelf mystery
item lent on speculation by my good pal Chris Beebe, made all its power above
6,000 rpm (redline) and produced an idle that can most charitably be described
as "lumpy". In the same way that a mortar barrage is lumpy. Back to the stock
cam!
My other brilliant idea was the use of a "bolt-on" side-draft Weber carburetor, which I could never get to respond as well as the two stock SU carbs, even
with a handful of jets and a week of tuning runs. Probably needed more cam.
So with just two weeks to go before Road Atlanta, I rebuilt the SUs and bolted them on. Suddenly the engine ran perfectly. When you get right down to it ,
much of the MGB's charm lies in its mellow tractability and good lowend grunt,
s o I'm not sure that moving the power curve higher up the rpm band serves its
better nature, except for competition.
The one performance modification that really worked was the installation of
a rear end roll-bar and a heavy-duty front bar. The ride is slightly more than jittery over normal road bumps, but the flatness and balance in corners are big
improvements.
So early one frosty October morn, de-cammed, re-carbed and heavily swaybarred in the all-new $10,000 MGB, Chris Beebe and I loaded up for the 2,000 mile
round trip to the runoffs at Road Atlanta. Time for one last sports car run deep
into the South, the Land of Retreating Winter.
We loaded in the morning darkness and discovered, much to our satisfaction
that the MGB holds a lot of stuff.
The trunk is surprisingly roomy, even with the spare tire sharing the luggage
space, and the well behind the seats can swallow up a tent, two sleeping bags, a
camera bag and a car blanket in case of heater-fan switch failure!
Sunrise struck on the foggy Rock River as we motored into Illinois, then
aimed southeast towards Indiana, and Kentucky. Before its rebuild, the MGB had
a standard 4speed box, making highway travel fairly noisy and hectic. I found a
used overdrive box however, which dropped the revs at 70 mph from almost
4,000 to 3,300, a huge drop in both piston speed and mental anguish! Another
good modification. By nightfall we were actually 700 miles from home, in
Chattanooga, just as you might be in a regular car.
Computations at the end of the day: 24 mpg, two quarts of oil, no rattles, red
lights, untoward noises, bad smells, overheating or underheating. Amazing. And
the car had a nice ride on the highway. Except for our out-of-kilter wheels which
made the steering vibrate like a low-pitched tuning fork at about 62 mph.
New foam in an MGB perches you fairly high under the low-slung convertible
top, so you always feel as though you're wearing a tweed cap pulled down to your
eyebrows. No sun visors needed. This is fine unless you're trying to see an overhead traffic light at an intersection. It's easiest just to wait until people honk or
call the police; saves the neck muscles too.
On Thursday morning, all those nights in the garage paid off. A warm balmy
autumn day in Georgia with full autumn color, winding roads through Dalton,
Chatsworth, Ellijay and Dahlonega, top down, flicking the overdrive stalk in 3rd
and 4th for just the right amount of growl and power in the curves and hills of the
Continued on page 28

'Bing There - Continued from page 27
Chattahoochee National Forest. One of the best days of driving I've ever had, listening t o the exhaust resonate, looking u p into the tunnel of fiery red and sun-yellow trees.
The MGB handles remarkably well on these roads. After all these years of
automotive progress, it can still pass itself off a s a nearly modern sports car. With
good ground clearance, firm but well-damped suspension that takes jolts without
upset, a solid unibody chassis, roll-up windows, reasonably good heater and
weather tightness, comfortable seats and nice gearbox, it may be the most livable
and practical sports car the British ever produced.
Even though it is now a 30-year-old design, the MGB seems t o have made the
styling cut into the modern era, where it is assumed to be part of the norm, handsome, maybe, but not flamboyant or unusual. While the MGB is idiosyncratic
enough t o qualify a s an acquired taste, its appeal is broad enough to be understood and accepted without comment, like a preference for dark beer or the
music of John Coltrane. Perfectly defensible.
And that too, is part of the car's appeal. Its somewhat archaic mechanical
underpinnings and taut, envelope sheet metal bridge the gap between old English
charm and modern science, in much the same way a Jaguar E-Type does on a
more complex level. You have to drive one t o sense and appreciate its "Queen
Victoria meets the Beatles" personality.
So if you go on the road with an MGB looking for approval, it's best to look
within. Abingdon made more than half a million of these cars, including the GTs,
s o people are accustomed t o seeing them around. Only other MGB owners (or
would be owners) care whether you have one or not. Which is another reason
many of us like the car; unsolicited admiration from the ill-informed and overstimulated is not a burden we have t o bear, It's a quiet low-key classic.
Top down on a fine fall evening, we arrived at our usual Lake Lanier c a m p
ground near Road Atlanta, drank, smoked cigars, sat around campfires and went
to races. The MGB looked good, catching flickers of firelight at the edge of the
campsite.
On the way home we took the back roads to Chattanooga and in northern
Illinois the clouds broke, with sunshine and a warm south wind. We put the top
down and drove into Wisconsin on country roads, car running fine, leaving a trail
of exhaust resonance and swirling leaves.
We pulled into my driveway having set a new personal (if not official) record
in a British car: 2,046 miles without making a single repair or adjustment. The tool
box had never been opened. Shop rags were still folded in the trunk; our hands
were clean.
Three winters in the garage vindicated, just before another one. And only a
week after Columbus day, but well before Thanksgiving!
-(Reprinted from "Road &TrackwAugust 1994) 4

OUR MAN IN GENEVA WITH THE MCF
Dateline-March

7, 1995

David Knowles, our member at large, traveled t o the Geneva Motor Show t o
witness the officialunveiling of the all-new MGF and he reports exclusively for the
"MCBDriver" as follows...
"Possibly the most significant MG event for over thirty years took place on
March 7 at the Geneva Motor Show where the new MGF was publicly unveiled for
the first time.
Sunday morning March 5, saw a party of 14 MGs-from an 18/80 t o an MG
Metro-being waved off from England on a 1,500 mile round trip t o greet the MGF
at Geneva. We were followed all the way by a BBC film crew who were making a
documentary about the BMW takeover of Rover, and were no doubt intrigued t o
follow this remarkable pilgrimage by a party of thirty MG "nut cases!"
Although there had been an embargo on unveiling the car until Tuesday, such
was the pressure t o carry the first undisguised photographs of the MGF that a UK
motoring magazine broke ranks the previous Friday, after which the British press
decided that the story was open for all and s o published en-masse over the weekend!
Nevertheless, Tuesday dawned with an air of expectation, for few outside
Rover had seen the car for themselves. I entered the Geneva Salon on Monday
night, t o find the MG display surrounded by high screens behind which two MGF
display cars lurked underneath gold covers, with a security guard on duty! The
following morning saw us attend a packed Rover press conference, where a presentation by senior Rover personnel including Chief Executive Officer, John
Towers, and MGF Project Director, Nick Fell, was given.
At the end of this, there was a dash back to the stand itself to see the official
unveiling of the cars. Two cars were shown-the standard red version featured a
new "big-block" version of Rover's remarkable, award-winning "Kn-series engine,
which in this case features bore and stroke almost the same a s the classic "Bwseries engine. There, however, the similarity ends for the engines are entirely
unrelated. The metallic green version was the more expensive "WC" model with
Rover's own infinitely variable valve control system. This system, which is too
complicated t o describe (let alone comprehend!) without the aid of diagrams or
a video, provides a means of optimizing camshaft periods t o the benefit of emissions and performance. It is quite unrelated t o either Honda's "V-TEC" or BMW's
"VANOS" systems and is, remarkably, far more advanced than either!Incidentally,
Mr. Honda supplied little more than the indicator/wash-wipe stalks and the
instruments!
The engine of the MGF is mounted behind the cabin, and at the rear of the car
there is a reasonably generous trunk, which it is claimed, can accommodate two
Continued on page 51
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Seventy years of MG - 1925 to 1995!
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTHE MG"F"

I1

Manufacturer-ROVER CARS Plc. England
Two-seater sports car, steel unitary construction.
Soft t o p h a r d top available as an option.
Mid-engine, transverse mounted, rear wheel drive.
Two models available with different versions of the 1.8 Liter K-series engine:
1.8 K-series, 1796cc, 16 valve
Power-120 PS 8 5500 rpm
Torque--166 Nm @ 3000 rpm

1

1.8i W C K-series, 1796cc, 16 valve
with Variable Valve Control (WC)
Power-145 PS @ 7000 rpm
Torque--1 74 Nm @ 4500 rpm
Five-speed manual transmission
Independent suspension all around with double wishbones and Hydrogas
springs: Interconnected front to rear. Front and rear anti-roll bars fitted as
standard.
Four wheel disc brakes with ABS optional on the 1.8i derivative. Standard on
1.8i WC.
Speed sensitive (electric) power assisted steering.
15" road wheels with 6J rims. 185155 x VR15 tires front, 205150 rear

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT
Length
Width
Height (top up)
Wheelbase
FrontIRear Track
Weight
Weight distribution
Luggage capacity
CD/Cda

3913 mm
1628 mm
1264 mm
2375 mm
1394 mm
1060 kg (1070 kg-1.8i
45% front1 55% rear
7.4 cu. ft.
0.3610.62

A STAR IS REBORN-THE

M C "F"

Eric Bailey
Dust off your flat cap and fish out those stringback gloves; fifteen years after
MG production ceased at the Abingdon factory, the new two-seater sports car carrying the classic octagon badge was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show in early
March.
The all new, all British, MG "F" carries the heavy burden of the MG marque's
70 year history and, when it is available to the public this coming summer will
have to compete with new convertibles from Fiat, Alfa, BMW and of course, the
Miata.
The MGF's lines prove that the stylists of Coventry have little to learn from
their Italian colleagues: sleek and well proportioned, it's still possible to see the
ghost of the MGB in its silhouette and the classic grille.
The details look especially fetching: a racing style filler cap, air scoops forward of the rear wheels and twin chromed exhausts. The top, designed by
Pininfarina, goes up and down in "a few seconds" and a detachable hardtop will
be available.
The MGF will come in two versions, both with the engine behind the seats
and rear wheel drive for classic sports car handling. Any differences will be mainly in the areas of performance and trim.
The 1.8i has Rover's proven K-series engine giving it a top speed of 120mph
and a 0 to 60 time of 8.5 seconds.
The 1.8i WC, on sale in the UK later this year, has a new cylinder head with
a variable valve timing system that squeezes out extra power and produces a top
speed of 130mph.
But what makes this a real MG is the price-traditionally the products of the
firm begun by the general manager of Morris Garages, Cecil Kimber, have been
reasonable almost to the point of being cheap. When it goes on sale the 1.8i will
cost about f16,000,with the WC around f 18,500.
(Eric is the motoring correspondent o f the "London Daily Telegraph".)

a

WC)

PERFORMANCE

1.8i

1.8iWC

Maximum speed
0-60 mph
50-70 mph (in fourth)

120 mph
8.5 secs
7.0 secs

130 mph
7.0 secs
6.4 secs

MGF-The

elegant "twin cockpit" theme.
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DON'T LET YOUR MCB BURN!
Dennis Trowbridge
Many of us witnessed the terrible catastrophe that overtook Larry Henle's beautiful 1978 MCB at "MC '94" when the fire brigade had to be summoned to put out a
fire under the hood of Larry's car. Here Dennis gives us some timely advice and also
some food for thought!
The MGB has a reputation as a car that catches fire. This reputation may be
true; however, much of that reputation consists of rumor and horror stories. But
MGBs can burn and fires can almost always be prevented by regular maintenance.
There are a number of reasons why MGB fires start. Leaking gas, bad carburetor adjustment, altered wiring and design flaws all may cause fires. Except for
the design flaw problems (which can be easily fixed), everything else can be prevented by just opening the bonnet and looking around the engine bay.
Leaking gasoline is the main cause of MGB fires. The worst of the problems
pertain to the 1975280 MGBs equipped with Zenith-Stromberg carburetors. Gas
may leak from these carbs in several places and when it does, gas drips onto the
hot catalytic converter or exhaust manifold. A particular area that gas can leak
from is the automatic choke assembly. The three copper colored screws that
hold on the choke assembly will work loose over time. This in turn will allow gas
to drip out between the choke and the carb body. From there the gas will drip
onto a hot converter. Result? A fire! If you can wiggle the auto choke assembly
with your hand, these small screws should be tightened down with a screwdriver. The auto choke assembly should also be checked on a regular basis.
Another potential gas leak spot comes from the bottom of the choke needle
housing. There is a small brass plug on the bottom of the choke metering needle
housing that can leak or fall out completely, causing a very dangerous gas leakage. The choke must be removed to replace this plug and replacement with a new
plug is the only solution to this problem.

Most Zenith-Stromberg carbs have a brass covered plastic plug in the bottom
of the float bowl. Over time, the O-ring that seals this plug shrinks and the gas will
leak out of the bottom of the float bowl once again hitting the hot catalytic converter! The O-ring is part of all rebuild kits but care must be taken whenever
removing the plug to replace the O-ring.
All carburetors can overflow and spill gas out of the float bowl vent tubes.
This is usually caused by the needle valves in the float bowl(s) sticking. However
if the correct hoses are in place, the gas will be routed away from the most immediate and dangerous fire ignition sources. These hoses should be in place both as
a safety and an emissions control matter.
Dirty, neglected, Zenith-Stromberg carburetors will start to run increasingly
rich. Soon, this overenriched mixture will cause the catalytic converter to overheat and glow cherry red! This condition can melt the plastic parts in the bottom
of the carburetor, causing gas to pour onto the catalytic converter causing a fire.
MGBs with the emission controls intact are usually the ones prone to this failure.
Incorrect ignition timing can also enable the catalytic converter to become flooded with gas causing it to glow. It is imperative that the carb and ignition system
be maintained in top operating condition to avoid this problem.
Over time all MGB gas tanks will leak! The design of the tank ensures that it
will rust through on the top of the tank. Water and dirt are collected in an
embossed depression on the top of the tank and rust develops in this area. Small
pinholes also develop on top of the tank that will leak gas when the tank is full.
While this leak may seem frightening, I have never heard of it causing a fire and
the only way to stop the leak is to replace the tank! I've found Moss produces the
strongest replacement tank for the MGB.
The newest of our MGBs is over fifteen years old by now and time has taken
its toll on many of the car's parts. Something that is often overlooked is that rubber hoses don't last forever! All hoses dry out and get brittle with age-and these
hoses often break. A broken fuel line will spray gasoline all over the engine bay
and a fire is almost sure to result. Please don't let the originality syndrome go too
far! If your MGB still has the factory fitted, original hoses, replace them now!
Continued on page 36

BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE MG RACING SERVICES to
satisfy the increasingneedsof the MG Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to help with race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgets too!
Items ranging from full motors in various statesof tune, to the leather bonnett hold
down strap. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, C/R - SIC
gear sets, LSD units. rninilite wheels, 010 8. WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
upratedshocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Please call with your requirementsand
we'll offer our own racing experience 8. knowledge.
W F a CRB m r A a E P

W

F P r ~n CATUOQ

CRESWELL, OR 97426

[Appointment Only)

Don't Let Your MCB Burn - Continued horn page 35
Electrical problems are the second major cause of fires in the MGB. However,
most of these problems can be traced to someone messing with the wiring. There
is almost never any reason to add extra wires to the MGB's electrical system or
indeed any reason to cut into the wiring loom. Poorly executed extra wiring and
connections are a fertile breeding ground for electrical fires. Short circuits are
possible, but they are not nearly as common as some of the stories would lead
you to believe.
Three exceptions to this rule are: a) the cars equipped with the seatbelt
interlock system of the mid seventies, b) cars with non-fused overdrive circuits
and c) some alternator failures.
The seatbelt interlock system can be shorted out when the wires that run
under the floor mats are worn through and they ground out against the metal car
body. These wires should be inspected on a regular basis or better yet, disconnected.
The overdrive circuits were never fused at the factory but fitting an in-line
fuse is an easy task.
The last major electrical problem is when the diode pack in the alternator
begins to fail. The warning sign of this condition is an ignition light that stays on
after the key is turned off! If the light stays on, the battery must be disconnected
or a dead short at full battery amperage will result in a major electrical fire. A bad
alternator diode pack can also cause a chain reaction of shorts that will eventually result in yet another short circuit causing the starter to crank continuously
and cause a fire! Proper attention to the battery, battery connections and the
alternator will prevent such fires.
The seat belt interlock circuit and the lack of a fuse on the overdrive circuit
are examples of what I called "design faults". The last and worst of these "design
faults" is a so-called safety device which has caused more MGB fires than almost
any other thing on the car.
1977 to 1980 MGBs have a mechanical impact fuel cut-off valve under the bonnet, just to the left of the master cylinders. It was designed to cut-off the gas flow
to the carburetor in case of an accident or roll-over. The problem with this valve
is that when it fails (and they all eventually fail!), it sprays a fine stream of gas
directly onto the catalytic converter and a very large fire results from this particular failure!
The valve is redundant because of the impact electrical cut-off switch that
shuts off power to the fuel pump in an accident. The easiest solution is simply to
remove the valve and route new modern fuel hose past it. Regular inspection of
the unit is a must if it is left in place; however, I strongly recommend that it be
removed.
So, pay careful attention to your MGB, stick with a regular maintenance and
check program and your car will not burn, but still carry a fire extinguisher for
those drivers who aren't as careful as you!
(Dennis can be found in the Chicago area a t British Motors Inc., 333Stone Road,
Villa Park, Illinois 60181, (708)279-MGMG.) Q
'

FROM THE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob Mason
Quite a postbag and many phone calls this time and let me thank all those
who sent a SASE for a reply. We start in the small town of Sequim, up there on the
Olympic Peninsula in the fine state of Washington. Jim Miller writes:
Dear Bob,
I am the second owner of GHN3L63869, a 1965 MGB Roadster with 83K miles
whose owners have kept it in real good shape. I have one problem that I have no
idea how to attack. The tachometer reads high and varies as a function of temperature. It is a positive ground tach.
I don't know what else to say except-help!
Sincerely,
Jim Miller
Dear Jim,
Many thanks for your letter and the photograph. You certainly have a fine
looking MGB.
There is a way to possibly rectify your problem with your tachometer.
Remove the chrome rim by rotating it until the teeth line up with the slots on the
casing. Then remove the two slotted screws on the back of the case that hold the
"innards" into the case.
Being careful not to touch the face of the unit, slide the mechanism out of the
case and you will then see a black plastic fixture at the top rear that has a screwdriver slot in the center. Reconnect the wires, being sure to leave a loose curve
to the wire that passes through the white plastic connector block (be sure to
replace the metal U-shaped connector fix) and start your engine.
Prior to starting the engine however, hook up a separate dwell/tech
(tachometer) to the engine that you know is reasonably correct. By comparing
your car tachometer to the auxiliary tachometer, move a (non-magnetic) screwdriver either way in the slot to adjust your 'B's tachometer to the auxiliary tach.
You may have to move the adjustment considerably either side of the desired setting before the needle settles down to the required figure.
I couldn't decide what you meant when saying the tach varied with the temperature. Do you mean the car's temperature when running or the outside air
temperature? Either way both John Twist, who I spoke to about your problem,
and myself feel that "temperature" should have little, if anything to do with your
problem!
If after trying this readjusting procedure you find the tach continues to read
higher that what the engine is doing then you will either have to replace the unit
with another known good unit or send your tachometer out for repair. If the latter, I would recommend that you send your tach to Nisonger Instruments (Att'n:
Bob Castagnetta) at 570 Mamaroneck Avenue, Mamaroneck, NY 10543, (914)3811952. They do a superb job and offer a 12 month warranty on all instrument
repairs. I hope the above will help solve your problem.
Bob
Continued on page 38
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From'the Technical Coordinator - Continued from page 37
(I can support this recommendation. Mrs. Rhoade used to work for Bob
Castagnetta and she is an expert at recalibrating instruments-they do good work!Ed.)
Now up to Quebec where the temperature was rather low as Bob Fortier
wrote this (What's with all these Bobs?!!-Ed.)
...

!

Dear Bob,
I'm a new MGB Register member and have a lot of questions. Too many really, so 1'11 only ask a few at a time! First, when the MGB is at speed in 3rd or 4th
gear there is a ringing that comes from the shift lever. Is there something missing
somewhere? A damping device that would stop that vibration coming up through
the lever?
Number two: What is the best tire size for the MGB? I've got 185-60-14 Pirelli
Cinturatos on there now and I feel every crease in the road! The pressure in the
front is 22 Ibs. and in the rear 24 Ibs. Should I put in less pressure and maybe
eventually get a higher profile tire like, let's say, 70s?
Number three: I've got the eight spoke alloy wheels on the car (14 x 5.5) and
there is a slight rub at the back because the MGB has a tube type axle that previously had wire wheels on it. (I've been told it's a short axle.) Is there a spacer that
I can put between the drum and the wheel? And if I use a spacer should I use
longer studs?
Finally, the steering is stiff. The car has a 13 inch steering wheel which I am
changing to a 15 inch wheel which may probably help. I'm also going to lubricate
all the points that need it. But is there something else I can do to soften it up a
bit? It doesn't return to center very easily after turning a corner and yet the alignment seems OK because the car does not drift either way when driving. The car
is a 1966 Roadster GHN3L90980 with the axle changed to the tube type and the
transmission has also been changed to a four synchro. Thanks a lot for your anticipated help and I'm enclosing a buck to cover the cost of your reply.
Happy Motoring,
Bob Fortier
Dear Bob,
I hope the weather has now warmed up for you 'up there'! The ringing from
the shift lever can be caused by several things, Since you have changed to a four
synchro transmission, are you certain that the tunnel sheet metal was cut to the
rear sufficiently to clear the shift lever in all positions? With the shift lever in neutral, is there any appreciable loose movement before you start to engage any
gear? If there is, the plastic bushing at the bottom of the shift lever may not be
properly inserted in the shift rod. This bush is shown as item #I14 on page 22 of
the Moss Motors MCB Catalog.
Many times, when the transmission is pulled from the car, the small brass
plunger and spring fall out of place and go unnoticed when the transmission is
replaced, and these items are used as a "damper" against vibration-these are
shown as items #I16 and #I17 on the same page. Iflwhen you remove the shift
lever to see if the plastic bush is installed properly, you can easily see if the
spring and bush are in position. Reinstalling the shift lever bush has aptly been

described as "like trying to get a wet noodle up a wildcat's ***", but persevere
and it will slip into place eventually!
I am assuming your 8 spoke wheels are of the "Minilite" type and I have this
type on my 1970 MGB, but it must be installed on the disc wheel type axle assembly. This wheel is wider than the standard disc wheel for the 1966 model which
was only 4%inches wide, and as the wire wheel axle is approximately 1%inches
narrower than the disc wheel type, your wheel is now much too close to the inner
fender panel-hence your rubbing problems. I know of no spacers or longer studs,
s o your only (and proper) solution is to acquire the correct axle assembly as
designed for disc type wheels. Your 186160 tires also compound the problem as
the correct size for both width and rolling radius would be the 185170R14 tire.
Good all around pressures for your tires are as recommended in the owner's manual. I have the 185170's on my car set at 28 front and rear and have no complaints.
Changing to the 15 inch steering wheel, versus the 13 inch will make for much
easier, lower effort at the wheel. Heavy effort can be caused by lack of lubrication
or incorrect castor, but castor is not adjustable. With the front wheels off the
ground, you should be easily able to turn the steering wheel with your little finger, and if not, then you need to inspect your kingpins for freedom of movement.
The best way to do this is to disconnect the tie-rod ends from the steering arms.
Or you might inspect the rack assembly itself for lack of correct lubrication. Kpint
of EP90 gear oil-NEVER use grease!
By the way, you didn't say if the ringing noise from the shift lever would stop
if you hold pressure against the lever, but if the things I've mentioned don't solve
that problem the causing agent might be somewhere in the transmission itself. I
quote Section 22 of the Haynes Workshop Manual-"The decision to overhaul
must be considered with regard to time and money available, relative to the
degree of noise or malfunction the driver can tolerate"! A good point to remember! I hope I've been of help.
Sincerely,
Bob
(Would you believe that they've just opened a radio station in our town today
called RADIO BOB. It's owned by Bob Newhart. So what with Bob Mason, Bob
Castagnetta, Bob Fortier-that's enough Bobs for this issue!!-Ed.)

...and now for something completely different! From Donivan Earhart down in
Clarksville, Tennessee...
Bob,
I wonder if you can shed any light on a mystery that cropped up recently and
to which I cannot find the answer in any of my reference material.
I received a call from a gentleman who said he had bought a car off the car
lot in Nashville and he asked if he could come by my home and ask a few questions about his MGB. The car was in great shape and I was able to help him, however, the item that caught my eye was an emblem on the instrument panel. From
my research I found that 1975 was the 50th Anniversary of the MG Car Co. but I
found nothing about any specially marked cars. As you can see from the enclosed
photo, the emblem commemorates 1925-1975.
Continued on page 40

From the Technical Coordinator - Continued from page 39
This is definitely factory because the metal under the dash panel is recessed
in an octagon shape, and I'm pretty sure this was done at the factory. I checked
the car's number and it fell in the group for 1975.1 know several people who own
1975 MGBs and have parted out a number myself, but in all my years of fooling
with MGBs I have never seen an emblem like this before.
Thanks for any help you can give me.
Donivan
Dear Donivan,
I've just received your letter regarding the golden octagon with the 1925-1975
theme and it set me thinking. I've seen quite a few cars with this installed but really wasn't too certain as t o when it started or stopped.
So I called our previous MGB Registrar, Caroline Robinson and s h e informed
me that this plaque was attached somewhere starting about July/August 1975 and
continued through the early part of 1976. The last model she had information on
as having the plaque was one produced in February of 1976. And even though the
factory advertisements talked of the Golden Anniversary of MG the dates were off
by a year-it just made for good advertising copy!
I would imagine that like the so-called Limited Edition MGBs, (which became
the Un-Limited Edition!) the addition of these motifs d o little to add t o the basic
value of the cars themselves. Just remember that the production of the 1975
model year MGBs started on January 1st 1975 with the introduction of the single
Zenith-Stromberg carburetor (the production of the rubber bumpered 1974Hmodels was from September 1974, when the 1975 models would normally have started, t o December 31st 1974) and continued through to the end of August 1975only 8 months of production for the 1975 model year. Then on September 1st
1975, the 1976 model year commenced and continued through August 31st 1976
by which time the 1977 model commenced production!
I would imagine I've confused the issue a bit but it would appear that no one
really knows when the plaques you refer t o started being affixed or ceased.
Bob Q
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FROM THE MIDGET REGISTRAR
Bruce Wyckoff
CAN 6 and the Demise of the MG Midget
Since its introduction in 1961, the MG Midget had gone through some
changes, but the basic look of the car varied little, until September 1974 with the
introduction of GANG.
With new emission and safety standards that were enacted, the MG Midget
took on a whole new appearance. Gone were the thin chrome bumpers and
"sporty" ride height. In its place were thick black "rubber" bumpers, raised ride
height, and a front grill which had disappeared completely. Emission regulations
forced British Leyland to change engines from a stretched A series 1275cc to a
Triumph Spitfire 1493cc (1500) engine. It was felt that the 1500 engine would produce greater horsepower while burning unleaded gasoline and carrying extra
emission "plumbing". It also streamlined the different variety of engines being
produced at the British Leyland plant at Coventry.
British Leyland was hoping the larger engine and a switch to a single ZenithStromberg carburetor would overcome the additional emission standards and
weight difference (the new Midget weighted 170 pounds more than the 1974
model). Well ...it worked! At least part of the pick-up had been restored with the
Midget producing 66 bhp @ 5,500 rpm. In a head to head comparison with the
Spitfire, the Midget wins the 0-60 mph (12.3 seconds vs. 19.1 seconds) and the
quarter mile (18.5 seconds vs. 19.1 seconds). It does finish second to the Spitfire
in gas mileage (27.9 mpg vs. 29.1 mpg).
Although the car was introduced to North America in late October, it was not
until March of 1975 that the "California" Midget became available. California law
required the use of unleaded gasoline and a catalytic converter (it needed to be
replaced every 25,000 miles). The rest of North America was changed over beginning in October 1975. The numbering was different on California engines. Like all
1500 Midget engines, they started with the prefix "FP" but then are followed by
"UCE" as opposed to the North American engines with "UE". The Spitfire engines
have a "FM" prefix, and Dolomite engines have a "YC" prefix.
During the introduction year of 1974-'e75, some of the Midgets carried gold
badges on the front of the bumpers. This was a tribute to the 50th anniversary of
the production of the MG. The square wheel arches also made a return appearance in 1975 as a way to strengthen the rear of the car, as well as provide more
support for the 7.5 gallon gas tank.
In 1976 a "special" Midget was created. This was a marketing tool to promote
sales by offering a different packaging of the Midget. AM/FM radio, luggage rack
and chrome wheel trim rings which were normally options, were offered as standard, along with a "T"-shaped special decal on both sides of the body. These special Midgets were created at the dealerships. Sales did peak for the Midget in
1976, with 16,879 being produced that model year, the best ever. But sales started to slip again in 1977 and decreased until the end.
Other options available on the GANG Midget included a tonneau cover, whitewalls, wire wheels, rubber floor mats, wooden gear shift knob and a hard top. The
color choices were varied with different shades of the six basic colors-red, yellow, blue, green, black and white all being offered during the five year run.
Continued on page 53
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MGB PRODUCTION MODIFICATIONS
NORTH AMERICAN SPECIFICATION CARS
MAY 1962 - OCT 1980
O 1994 Orin B. Harding
Compiled by Orin B. Harding. 703 Plearant Dr..Greensbno. NC 27410 who is grateful of h e assistance given by Lloyd FausL
Placentia. CA in checlcing this work for accuracy and providing additional information and insight tased on his years of experience
with the MGB. Mr. Anders D. Clausager. Archivist. British Motor Heritage Trust was kind enough to let me see a draft copy of his
forthcoming book "Original MGB" and he also made a number of cornlions and clarir~cationsto the draft copy of this list
Numerous entries and car number clarikhons. found herein. are from a very detailed change point list found in"Original MGB." I
am sure that 'Original M G B is destined to become h e "standard reference- for studies of the MGB due to its deph and scope and
without question. this book will be a "must have" for anyone that has more than a passing interest in the MGB.
Car numbers shown are mial numbers showing only series and xrial number. Where blank. car or body number could not be

determined. Complete identification numbers would be as follows:
1. MGB mdster car number 5410001. as shown above. would forexampk. be GHN5UH410001when shown as a wmplue
identification number.
2. MGB-GT car number 5-309326 would be GHD5UD309326.
3. MGC roadcter car number 101 wwld te GKN 101.
4. MGC-GT car number 110 would be GICD 110.
5. MGB-GT V8 car number 2903 would be GDZDI-2903.
6. Identificationnumber uefues chanced with the 1980 model vear. scnine at car number 501001. toconform with the US
frderally m a m t a l <IN numben& system. ~ h u car
s numder 523000 &ld now be GVVDJ2AG521000when shorn as a
cmplete VlN number Note lhal wme cars. UD tocar number 5-5073OR sold m Callfornta. st111used old GHN refix and
we; sold as 1979 model cars.
7. In some instances. car numbers are not known. but body numbers are. Body numbers are shown in bold italics.

eter speedometerand lachome
.

-

Jan-77 5-424748
5425297
S-77 5 W 9 9
Sep-77 5-447001

5-422730
5422792
545979
5-447036

I

~ G k p a i n tsilver
.
striping. special cast all& mad wheels or w i z wheels. special Seering
wheel with 3 drilled spokes. front air dam. tnmk rack. flmrmats. ?idfascia m0utNed
plaque standard. 6.682 LE cars were built and su1d as '79 models In Caldomia and as '80
models in Mher states. Serial numbers are inlentpened with normal production and cars
were built in batches from 3P9 through 10/80.
Last 1979 GT
1980 model year
Identification numbering system changed tocomply with US f e d d y mandaled VIN
system. Note that '79 model cars f a California were buill up to Dp.31. 1979 and sold
as '79 model year cars in California, but as '80 model year cars in other slates. These
Califania can will have serial numbers in a range between 5498441 and 5-500904 and

5-497613
501036

Jun-79
Jun-79 501001

I

I
I

I

I-Ocl-sol

First serial # this calendar year
Fuel Pump changed from Am305 to AZX1307
Last 1977 models
1978 model year ( E n ~ i n esame a s '77 model year)
Passenger side door mirmr now convex

I

Oct-80 521%6
Oct-80 523000

I

I

I

I

I

22-Ocl-801523001
22-Oct-801

**

1

1123002

MGH Roadster body hullt by Pressed StecI(387.1W built) a N. Amencan
specificationcar
Last standard expon model MGB, a Porcelain White roadster for Japan
Last North American specification MCB roadster (VIN X
GVVDJ2AC523000). a N. American LE model completed. This car was
given to Henry Ford 11 who placed it in the Henry Ford Museum,
Dearborn, MI. In January 1983 the museum sold it, along with the
1929130 MG M tvDe Midget that Edwl Ford had owned, to the Cast
lClassic ~ o t o r c s & ' ~ x b i b / lStrasburg,
.
PA. which is a private
lautomobile museum.
]Last MGR roadster compleled (a meloNic bronze LE)
ILasr MGB (a GT) completed (a metallic silver LEI

Total Pressed Steel Roduction:
Trr-

I

I *.Last

I

2-C)rl.XoI
-~

and 580 GT's were &ill and serial n&bers are interspersed with normal

Ipmducuon m.
I * * h t MGRGT bcdy bull1 by Resscd Steel (125,618 built)

GT

Torals

To quore Para in MGB Guide to Purchase & DNRestomtion. "ChaJsis numbers quMed here arc what manufacauerslrnoar as 'pme'
chassis n m b (i.e. all cars after the number shown are fitted with those pans which relate to the chassis number change point).
However. it may well be that. bsausc of production line wpply tbchniques. some cars which appear before the given change point
will be fitted with later pans. On the a h a hand. no cars aftex a c h b i number change point will have been Rued with earlier pans
- a point worth bearing in mind when buying or judging concours cars." (emphasis added)
As with any work of this nature. thae will be mon and omissions. I welcome consrmctive comment hum anyone and hope lo
continue IOadd to this list as new infamation is obrained When canmenling please include referenceswpponing any -mended
change, be it addition. deletion,a revision.

I

DOUG'S DIGEST

Doug Jacksonof British Automotive
For our advanced students, Doug Jackson takes a look at compression
ratios ...There are two types of compression ratios-

ICR (Indicated Compression Ratio)
This is calculated from the following-SV (Swept Volume), piston below deck
clearance volume, cylinder head gasket thickness clearance volume, cylinder
block exhaust notch clearance volume. The formula for calculating ICR is SV +
CV+ CV (convert all measurements t o cubic centimeters.)
ECR (Effective Compression Ratio)
This is more important than ICR, a s ECR relates directly to the actual IVC
(Inlet Valve Closing) position relative t o TDC (Top Dead Center) and expressed a s
ABDC (After Bottom Dead Center).
To find this ECR, we must first install a valve timing degree wheel t o determine exactly when IVC occurs. I prefer t o use .001 before IVC for convenient measuring purposes (under actual running conditions this IVC position will be slightly different due to valve train component flexibility). Calculating the ECR can be
done by 1) plotting a graph of piston movement t o crankshaft angle, 2) by applying the appropriate trigonometrical formula or 3) the use of a PC program covering this subject. I'd like t o thank Dimitri Elgin of Elgin Racing Cams for the following program information which is applicable to British Automotive's 1924cc MGB
engine.
Intake closes
" ABDC

Swept
Volume

ECR
(9:l ICR)

ECR APPLICATIONS
6:l ECR-Low horsepower engine
6%:1 ECR-Fair engine
7:l ECR-Street gas 92 Octane
7K:l ECR-Good tuning required, street gas 92 octane
Over 7%1 ECR-Requires 104 octane boost
Over 8:1 ECR-Requires racing gas.
From this information, it is easy t o understand that we can optimize the
resulting ECR by establishing earlier IVC. A comparison between #1 and #2 above,
clearly shows the optimum and non-optimum aspects of IVC.
So, if you are contemplating rebuilding your engine or are in the engine
rebuilding process (for the latter you may want t o review your choices) my recommendations are a s follows-For street and/or the occasional rally use 9:1 ICR.
Choose a camshaft with around 222"-225" duration and IVC of between 35"-37"
ABDC, both measured at .0501' lifter rise. This should put IVC at approximately 60"
ABDC (+ o r -3") when measured at the intake valve, which puts us in the area of
7-7x1 ECR.
(Doug can be contacted a t British Automotive a t 415-883-7200). fl

Products that Perform

ECR
(10:l ICR)

ENGINE: 1924cc Engine Kit-83mm Pistons, camshaft,

roller rockers. Electronic
Ignition Kits. Carb modifications and manifold alternatives. Alternator
adaptation for Generator equipped cars. COOLING: Expansion tank Kit
(pre'77). BRAKES: Drilled Cad-plated Front disks, Carbon Kevlar Brake Pads.
SUSPFNSION: Custom Designed Panhard Rod Kits (tube axels), Fiberglass Rear
Leaf Springs. Real Information on Front Suspension Modifications.
TRANSMISSION: Polypropelene Trans Cover ('63-'67 all-synchro conversion)

I

FOR MORE DETAILED IWFORMAnOW, PLEASE CALL US

BRITISH AUTOMOTIVE
l415) 883-7200

I

1974%REGISTRAR'S REPORT
As promised in my last report (Nov./Dec. '94 "Driuer")I am featuring an MGB
roadster this time. One of the first letters I received from another 74Kowner when
I formed the Registry was from John Leary of Martinez, California. John wrote, "I
understand you are collecting information on 74%MGBs. I have one that was built
in October of 1974 and when I saw it advertised in the paper, I recognized it right
away as a 'rare' one!
The engine and seats were bad s o I replaced them with those from a 1971
MGB of mine that had been totaled in an accident. I rebuilt the engine 3 years ago,
had it balanced and replaced the SUs with a downdraft Weber carb. I've also
installed Allison ignition and LCB headers with an Ansa exhaust.
The car has Rostyle hubs but 'bolt-on' wire wheels and has original overdrive
transmission. I have rebuilt both master cylinders in addition to the wheel and
clutch slave cylinders.
It has a high power stereo (so I can hear it with the top down!) hidden behind the
radio blanking plate. I drive it every day, year round with the top down, except on
the rare day when it rains!" $

Our Man in Geneva with the MCF - Continued ti-om page 29
golf bags! There is no front storage facility however, in the interests of crash safety. The interior features attractive seats and an elegant "twin cockpit" theme, not
unlike the 1963 Corvette Stingray, together with the subtle use of MG logos and
cream faced instrumentation.
Styling was largely the responsibility of Gerry McGovern who was involved in
the 1985 "EX-E" concept car. When pressed, McGovern told me his favorite MG is
the MGB, although a colleague told your scribe that McGovern did once own a
TR7-you can't win them all I suppose!
The question on many NAMGBR member's lips of course is, "will the MGF be
coming to the 'States?" and on that score Rover weren't giving much away. First
priorities are the UK, followed by mainland Europe and Japan (which took over
80% of RV8 production), but I have good reason to believe that some form of MG
revival in the USA is inevitable. Whether or not this will be with the MGF is too
early to say!"
Postscript-Why MG"F" you may ask? The official story is that MGD and MGE
were used on other prototypes. However, badges applied to prototypes are hardly as relevant as badges applied on production cars, and the logical choice would
have been MGD. Perhaps the imminent arrival of a Jaguar "F"-type and the Ferrari
connotations of the F initial are of greater significance. Rover officials also suggested to me that " F stood for "Fast" or "Fun", so it would seem to be the same
sort of "F"uzzy logic which gave us the RV8 name tag! The new MG advertising s l e
gan, by the way, is "Fast Forward!" 4

The '74%Roadster of John Leary.

nn n-zr Back ~ ~ v t - , - T h i is
s all that Triumph drluers wur see
of the new "MG
W.l

V

L

It's still possible to see the ghost o f the MGB in the new MGF.
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Chairman's Chat - Continued from page 6
Now, the MG "F". A golden opportunity for BMWIRover t o give the Miata a
run for its money? But the question remains, "Will they export this new model t o
the States?" The press has recently indicated "Probably NOT!" How about letting
Rover know how you feel? Write t o John Tower, C.E.O. Rover Cars, P.O. Box 395,
Birmingham, B312TB England. We might just be able t o persuade them to offer
the MGF here, for sale in the "colonies", if enough of us write t o them! Isn't it
worth 5 minutes of your time and about 50 cents out of your pocket to have the
opportunity t o purchase and drive a new MG? Write now!
Octagonally,

E

d

THE POLL POSITION
"Should the North American MGB Register add the MGF a s an associated MG
model?"
Please fax your opinion t o the "MGB Driver" at 800-NAMGBR-1 before June 1.
Findings will be published in July/August issue of "MGB Driver". 4

A Summer of Highs, Lows and the Lap - Continued from page
This MGB GT V8 is for sale! See page 58.

14

gest some serious off-road excursions! However, during the next couple of hours
all the other entries arrived safe and sound much t o everyone's relief and
although our trip was over, the emotional high that resulted was t o last for days.
The rest of the Summer MG Party went by in a blur, partially because our bodies
were still trying to shake off forty-one hours without sleep!
The "Lap" was now just a memory stored with many others collected over
the years. A memory t o be brought out at special times and then put carefully
back away. A memory shared with a good friend and a memory whose significance others sometimes find hard t o understand. A memory that happened in a
year that started out s o poorly, but which now had its "highs", "lows" and culminated in "THE LAP". 4

From the Midget Registrar - Continued from page

42

The end of the line finally came in 1979. British Leyland decided t o drop the
Midget and retain the Spitfire. Franklin D. Roosevelt said December 7, 1941 was "a
day that would live in infamy." December 7, 1979 was also a day of infamy, a s the
last Midget rolled off the assembly line at Abingdon. Like the last 499 before it, it
was painted black and fitted with a special plaque. The last Midget (GAN6-229526)
was kept by British Leyland and is now a part of the British Motor Industry
Heritage Trust collection. 4

This unique 'B CT is also for sale! See page .58.
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VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR

Dale I

Prc

VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR

lore

New and Used

t

ield, Virginia

206 Atrisco Rd. SW
Ibuquerque, NM 87105

03.550.023

Connell's
MG Service

JOE CURT0 INC.

L

GENUINE

@

6667 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Phone: 317 1 545-6108
Bob Connell

(210) 626-3840

SPARES

u

Specializing in S.U Carburetors
and British Car Parts
22-09 126th St.
College Point, NY 11356

718-762-SUSU
(762-7878)
FAX: 718-762-6287

1

+

SALES

BRITISH T'SHOPINC. ;;;y
MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE

JIM & ESTHER UDKLER

24027 CROSSLAND
SAN ANTONIO TX

MG, TRIUMPH, TVR, JAGUAR

/

TOM 6 JOYCE LaMARCHE

KZ:

165 ROUTE 82 OG3"

5
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VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR

VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR
(609)399-2824

-

8:30 6

D AND R ENTERPRISES
IMPORTERS6 RETAILER§ OF FINE BRITISH
SPOFITS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS
*

,
~ ; -- $ C Y ~ B L E
*

ROSS W. W H I T A K E R

1~SW.26MCOURT
GRESHAM. OA 97080

OWNER

(503)6674104

\be% > "

>

CHRIS ROBERTS
PRESIDENT

633 HAVEN AVE.
OCEAN CITY, N.J. 08226

Extensive Inventory
New 8 Used Parts
Repairs 8. Restoration
Wanted - British Cars
Any Condition
Call For Catalog / Daily UPS

MG Bits & Spares
P.O. Box 864
Jonesboro, AR 72401
(501) 932-7150
Complete Range of parts
forMGB&MGBGT
MG

TOLL FREE ORDER PHONE

TR

AH

JAG

1-800-643-3482

Rob Medynski

MG

15 yn.
Experience

Tub

R e p a i r s & R e s t o r a t i o n s o f C l a s s i c M G ' s f r o m 1945
N e w & U s e d Parts A v a i l a b l e
(20 1)-728-3096
1577 Macopin Rd.
W e s t M i l f o r d , NJ 07480

$35.00
p e r hr.

BRITISH
WIRE WHEEL
1650 Mansf~eldStreet. Santa Cmz, CA 95062
Dwon nunlop
Barns

(408) 479-4495 - mnfonnatron,orders
(800) WIRE-WHEEL to reguesl free camlogs

NEW WIRE WHEELS

Cusrom offsets, ram sizes, tubeless
Vintage raclng appl~catlons
Converstons to mre wheels
WIRE WHEEL RESTORATION,
RECONDITIONING & TRUING

-

9278 Old East Tyburn Road
Morrisville, PA 19067
(215) 736-9300
FAX (215)736-3089

k
,&
MINI LITE

MINI-LITE REPRODUCTION - 15x6"
TIRES 6 TUBES

.

-.

Avon Dunlop M#ch%ltn
BF Goodr~ch etc
Whrtewalls 8 Redwalls added

SPUW HUBS KNOCICOFF$ HAMMERS

He maintun the Lrgat.most co-n
hrnarory of the a h pmdncts in the US
He ofln lmovl+Me m n and the km&&
at tbc lomst pria.
Now a l s o shipping p r o d u c t s from lkxas.

SELL-SEEK-SWAP!
The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register

WHERE TO 'B!

Forthcoming Events of Interest to MGB Drivers

Ads in this section a r e FREE t o MGB Register members-please send ad
with membership number to P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA 93117. Other ads by
arrangement with the Secretary. All ads must be received by the 1st of the
month prior t o publication for inclusion. (i.e. July/August issue deadline is
June 1st.) So you don't waste your time looking u p area codes, the originating
state is shown after each ad!

Please check for up t o date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to "MCB
Driver". Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number.
Please submit events a t least 2 months in advance t o the Editor, P.O. Box 2645,
Goleta, CA 931 17.

MGs FOR SALE

May 6th, MG Fling in Spring, St. Louis, MO, (314)428-1120
May 7th, Wings &Wheels, Santa Monica, CA, (310)392-6605
May 12th/13th, British Car Meet, Townsend, TN, (615)984-8711
May 12th/14th, Texas T Register GOF, (81 7)478-6859
May 13th, British Car Show, Carrolton, KY, (513)984-3014
May 13th/14th, Oklahoma British Car Show, Oklahoma City, OK, (405)843-6117
May 21st, British Car Day, Ventura, CA, (805)644-6211
May 26th/29th, Champagne British Car Show, Urbana, IL, (217)366-5428
June 4th, British Car Show, Waterford, CT, (203)354-9501
June 4th, The British Are Coming Meet, Yaphank, NY, (516)475-2889
June 4th, BMCSJ 4th Annual British Car Show, Smithville, NY, (609)346-1987
June loth, Heartland MG Regional, Independence, MO, (816)356-6053
June lOth/llth, British Car Days South, Winston Salem, NC, (910)788-7291
June 1l t h , British Car Gathering, Hellertown, PA, (610)258-8848
June 1lth, British Car Meet, Hayward, CA, (310)392-6605
June l l t h , Euro Car Day, Williamsville, NY, (716)652-5110
June 18th, All British Meet, Chico, CA, (916)343-1821
June 21st/25th, GOF, Plymouth, MA, Write NEMGTR, Drwr 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
June 25th, British Car Day, Sussex, WI, (414)255-2498
June 25th, Annual MG Day, Brookline, MA, (508)339-8227
JUNE 26th/30th, "MG '95", LAKE TAHOE, CA, (800)NAMGBR-1
July 9th, Cincinnatti British Car Show, Cincinatti, OH, (513)474-2827
July 14th/16th, Moss Motors British Car Festival, Solvang, CA, (800)235-6953
July 12th/16th, GOF West, Ventura, CA, (805)969-0548
July 13th/16th, GOF Central, Galesburg, IL, (708)425-6288
July 22nd, All British Meet, Bellevue, WA, (206)644-7874
July 23rd, Tea at the Vicarage, Howe, IN, (219)562-2703
Aug 5th, British Car Day, Dayton, OH, (513)293-2819
Aug 15th/17th, MGA Convention, Lansing, MI, (517)694-4856
Aug 18th/19th, University Motors Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)682-0800
Aug 25th/27th, NAMGBR MINI-CON, Helen, GA, (404)787-3030
Aug 27th, Taste of Britain Auto Show, Lancaster, PA, (717)872-7428
Sept lst/3rd, All British Field Meet, Portland, OR, (503)244-2296
Sept 6th/lOth, GOF, Lake Placid, NY,Write NEMGTR, Drwr 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
Sept loth, British Car Meet, Palo Alto, CA, (310)392-6605
Sept 15th/17th, British Invasion, Stowe, VT, (802)253-2105
Sept 16th, All British Car Show, St. Louis, MO, (314)428-1120
Sept 22st/24th, lndy British Motor Days, Indianapolis, IN, (317)782-3752
Sept 22nd/24th, Southeastern GOF, Hiawassee, GA, (404)992-5482
Sept 23rd, British Car Day, Sevierville, TN, (615)429-4608
Sept 24th, British Maddness, Bethlehem, CT, (203)354-9501
Sept 30th, MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MD, (410)882-6896

1969 MGC GT-British Racing Green with new black leather interior, new
chrome, rebuilt motor with triple carbs. Light cam and headers. 4 s p e e d overdrive rebuilt. Adjustable shocks, larger sway bars. Beautifully restored and very
quick! Buy a t a fraction of restoration cost a s new baby is on the way! $7,500
O ~ O(910)791-9981,
.
NC.
1971 MGB GT-Looks just like it did when purchased new. 18,000 miles, air conditioning, vinyl roof. Call for more info. $6,900. (209)931-4710, (209)948-8767, CA.
1973 MGB GT V S D a m a s k Red. We have a member in Wales who wishes t o sell
his factory V8 to a discerning buyer. This car is in prime condition and is
offered for sale at f 18,000 Sterling. For further details, send SASE t o P.O. Box
2645, Goleta, CA 931 17. (See page 52.)
1973 MGB-Dark Blue with Black interior. New top, seats, carpets, tires, front
end, gas tank, clutch, etc. Solid, never wrecked. Always garaged and never driven in salt! Will go anywhere. $650 (513)861-7304, OH.
1974 MGB-Roadster, wire wheels, new top, hardtop. Little t o no rust, very
original. $3,500 (414)261-4637, WI.
1974%MGB GT-Original Glacier White with Autumn Leaf interior. Perfect spec.
car with wire wheels and overdrive. The last GT sold in Seattle and one of the
last 350 exported t o the USA. Show car-won at ABF Meet. Heritage certificate.
$8,995 obo. (206)392-2532 (Eves PST), WA. (See page 52.)

PARTS FOR SALE
Luggage rack for 1974279 MGB Very Good Condition $70. Tonneau covers for
1965-'70 MGB VGC $70. (209)962-4355, CA.
Fiberglass hardtop in excellent condition from my '68 MGB. Been hanging in my
garage for 15 years. Moving, must sell. $250.00. Also, good rebuildable MGA
engine and transmission. (518)793-5016, NY.

MODELS FOR SALE
John R. Gordon has a large collection of %3rd scale MG models for sale. Many of
these a r e handbuilt and prices range from $80-$90 each. Call him on (708)4375909 for more info, IL.

WANTED
Wanted-Your extra photos of past NAMGBR events, "MG '92", "MG '93", etc.,
for Register Scrapbook. Send to Jerome Rosenberger, 306 E. Plum Street,
Benton, lL 62812-2315. Q
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